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Abstract
Identification of key subsystems for urban rail vehicles is important for the selection of maintenance strategy. The fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation technique is applied to determine the key subsystems of urban rail vehicles. Firstly, the vehicle is divided into nine
subsystems according to the module partition method. Then, the degrees of occurrence, severity, detection and maintenance cost are
chosen as the evaluation factors that are quantified based on fuzzy theory and collected historical data. Finally, the calculation model
of critical degree is established based on the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method. The proposed approaches are applied to
Guangzhou Metro Corporation, and five key subsystems are selected. The experiment results, which are consistent with those of most
knowledgeable engineers and experts, indicate the validity of the proposed method.
Keywords: key subsystem, urban rail vehicle, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

evaluation method was put forward to analyse the key
subsystems of urban rail vehicles.
In next section, we summarize the evaluation factors
and main identification methods of the key subsystems.
Section 3 discusses a case study, in which the door
subsystem was chosen as an illustration example to
calculate the key degree, and then key subsystems of urban
rail vehicles are constructed. Finally, conclusions are
offered in Section 4.

1 Introduction
Urban rail vehicles served as efficient tools for
transporting large volumes of passengers often operate in
a closed environment, which may cause great
inconvenience to passengers and lead to personal injury or
property loss when a traffic accident occurs. With the
increase in rail lines and vehicle complexity, vehicle
maintenance is more challenging and complicated, so it is
essential to determine a valid and effective method to
identify the key subsystems of urban rail, which ensures
the reliability and operational safety of urban rail vehicles
under existing resources.
The most commonly-used methods to identify key
subsystems or components are as follows: importance
degree evaluation, risk priority number assessment, and
etc. Birnbaum [1] proposed an importance degree-based
method to identify the most important components by
quantifying their contribution to the performance of the
whole system. The risk priority number method [2]
classifies and scores the severity, occurrence, and
detection of failure modes according to on-site experience,
and then the key subsystems are identified by those three
factors. Zhike [3] proposed that the particular set of kinetic
parameter values of the model closely approximates the
corresponding biological system, and globally identified
the key components and steps in signal transduction
networks at a systems level by applying multi-parametric
sensitivity analysis. Pan [4] used the fault numbers as
evaluation criteria to determine the important subsystems
of urban rail vehicles. In the paper, fuzzy comprehensive
*

2 Identification of key subsystems based on fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation
There are two fundamental principles of fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation [5] as follows: fuzzy linear
transformation and maximum membership degree, which
quantify the related various factors of the evaluated object
and judge the allocation weights of the factors according
to their impact on the object to make a reasonable
comprehensive evaluation. With the introduction of fuzzy
math into evaluation process, the complex uncertain
problem can be solved better and evaluation results are
more objective and accurate.
2.1 EVALUATION FACTORS OF IDENTIFICATION
OF CRITICAL SYSTEM
The occurrence, severity, detection, and maintenance cost
of failure modes are combined to confirm a key subsystem
based on deterministic calculation and uncertainty
evaluation using fuzzy sets.
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The failure occurrence degree λi of the subsystem Si is
represented as

2.2 CONSTUCTION OF DECISIONN MATRIX

i  ni N ,

After confirming the scale of the failure modes according
to expert experience, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
decision matrix can be established [9]. Supposing the
system Si has m kinds of failure modes, the initial decision
matrix Fi can be constructed as follows:

(1)

where ni is the fault number of subsystem Si, and N is the
fault number of the whole urban rail vehicle.
The j-th failure mode probability of the subsystem Si
is written as

 ij  n j ni ,

 s1
s
Fi   2


 sm

(2)

where nj is the appearance number of the failure mode Mj
and ni is the fault number of subsystem Si.
The failure occurrence degree λi and failure mode
probability αij can be quantified based on the collected
historical data.
The severity, detection and maintenance costs are
evaluated comprehensively based on fuzzy theory [6]. The
severity sij is determined according to the failure mode’s
influence on the normal operation of the vehicle and its
damage to the vehicle’s functions. The detection dij
indicates the degree that the failure mode can be detected
in advance. The maintenance costs cij contain the human
and material costs. From relevant literatures [7,8] and onsite practical experience, the evaluation criteria and
membership functions about severity, detection, and
maintenance costs are detailed in Tables 1-3.

(4)

2.3 CALCULATION OF COMPREHENSIVE
QUANTITATIVE VALUES

[0.6 0.75 0.8 0.85]

The decision matrix in the form of fuzzy numbers should
be transformed to crisp values using defuzzification
methods. The center of gravity method [10] is one of the
most commonly-used defuzzification methods and can
solve ambiguity of the weighted fuzzy evaluation value.
Given a fuzzy number vj=(aj,bj,cj,dj), the defuzzification
value can be defined as:
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, (5)

else

where Zij is the comprehensive quantitative value for j-th
failure mode Mj of i-th system Si considering the severity,
detection, and maintenance costs.

Membership function
[0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0]
[0.6 0.75 0.8 0.85]
[0.35 0.4 0.5 0.65]
[0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4]
[0 0.05 0.15 0.25]

2.4 PARETO DIAGRAM
A Pareto diagram [11] is an intuitive chart for analysis and
selection of main factors for complex systems. All
candidate factors are arranged from left to right as the
horizontal axis, and the percentage or cumulative
percentage of each factor is taken as the vertical axis value.
According to Pareto’s law, the factors whose vertical axis
values accounts for 80 percent are identified as the main
factors.
To measure the weight of different subsystems, the key
degree of a subsystem is denoted as

TABLE 3 Rating scales of cost
Cost cij
Very high (A)
High (B)
Moderate (C)
Low (D)
Very low (E)

dm

(3)

where the vj is a trapezoidal fuzzy number.

TABLE 2 Rating scales of detection
Detection dij
Hardly detectable (A)
Hard to detect (B)
Possible to detect (C)
Easy to detect (D)
Inevitable to detect (E)



Vi  W  Fi  [v1 v2 ... vm ]T ,

Membership
function

Inevitably having a huge impact on normal
operation of vehicles, resulting in casualties
(A)
Probably having a large impact on normal
operation of vehicles, causing a great damage
to the functional realization of the vehicles (B)
Probably having an impact on the normal
operation of vehicles, causing damage to the
functional realization of the vehicles (C)
Having no impact on the normal operation of
vehicles, causing damage to the functional
realization of the vehicles (D)
Having little/ no impact on the normal
operation of vehicles and functional
realization of the vehicles (E)

d2

c1 
c2 
,
 

cm 

where sj, dj, and cj, are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers of rating
scales for severity, detection, and maintenance costs of the
failure mode Mj respectively.
The weight coefficient W is determined in
consideration of research needs and on-site experience,
and the weighted decision matrix Vi is rewritten using
fuzzy composite operator:

TABLE 1 Rating scales of severity
Severity sij

d1

Membership function
[0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0]
[0.6 0.75 0.8 0.85]
[0.35 0.4 0.5 0.65]
[0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4]
[0 0.05 0.15 0.25]
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K i  i 

TABLE 5 Failure mode probability of door subsystem

m



ij Z ij

,

(6)

Failure Mode Mj
Door switch indicator does not light M1
Red dot display M2
Yellow dot display M3
Wear/deformation/loss of parts M4
Display system error M5
Abnormal noise M6
Cannot be closed properly M7
Cannot be opened properly M8
Malfunction of cab door M9
Activation of obstacle detection M10

j 1

where Ki is the importance measure of the i-th subsystem.
The bigger Ki is, the more important i-th subsystem is.
2.5 MAIN STEPS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed approach used to identify key subsystems of
urban rail vehicles can be summarized as follows:
1) Calculate the failure occurrence degree λi of i-th
subsystems.
2) Calculate the failure mode probability αij of j-th failure
mode.
3) Determine the scale of severity, detection, and
maintenance costs.
4) Establish the decision matrix Fi.
5) Defuzzify the weighted decision matrix to get the
comprehensive quantitative value.
6) Calculate the key degree Ki of the i-th subsystem.
7) Normalize the critical degree Ki and identify the key
subsystems of urban rail vehicle.

αij
0.079
0.118
0.02
0.047
0.17
0.02
0.012
0.098
0.266
0.17

Knowledgeable engineers and experts of the metro
corporation were invited to evaluate scales of severity,
detection, and maintenance costs for each failure mode.
The final results are shown in Table 6. The decision matrix
F1 was established according to the trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers defined in Section 2.1:
(0.20
 (0.35

(0.20

 (0.00
 (0.35
F1  
 (0.00
 (0.35

 (0.35

 (0.35
 (0.35

3 Experiments and results
3.1 SUBSYSTEM OF URBAN RAIL VEHICLES
Given that there is no uniform standard for the partitioning
of urban rail vehicles, metro corporations often classify
different subsystems of rail vehicles. In our experiment,
urban rail vehicles were divided into nine subsystems
according to such items as function, principle, and
behavioral and structural characteristics [12], including
door S1, air brake S2, auxiliary system S3 , body S4, running
gear S5, passenger information S6, air-conditioner S7,
traction/electronic brake S8, train control and diagnosis S9.

0.25 0.30 0.40) (0.00 0.05 0.15 0.25) (0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40) 
0.40 0.50 0.65) (0.00 0.05 0.15 0.25) (0.35 0.40 0.50 0.65) 
0.25 0.30 0.40) (0.00 0.05 0.15 0.25) (0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40) 
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0.40 0.50 0.65) (0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40) (0.35 0.40 0.50 0.65) 

0.05 0.15 0.25) (0.35 0.40 0.50 0.65) (0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40) 
0.40 0.50 0.65) (0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40) (0.35 0.40 0.50 0.65) 
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TABLE 6 Scales of door subsystem failure modes
Mj
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10

3.2 KEY SUBSYSTEM IDENTIFICATION OF URBAN
RAIL VEHICLES

sij
D
C
D
E
C
E
C
C
C
C

dij
E
E
E
C
D
C
D
D
D
D

cij
D
C
D
D
C
D
C
C
D
C

The weight coefficient of severity, detection, and
maintenance costs was chosen as [0.5 0.3 0.2], which
means that the weight of severity is 0.5, the weight of
detection is 0.3, and the weight of maintenance costs is 0.2.
The quantitative value Z1 and the weighted decision matrix
V1 were calculated as follows:

The failure modes were counted, and the failure
occurrence degrees of each subsystem were calculated
based on three-year historical failure data collected from
Guangzhou Metro Corporation. The obtained failure
occurrence degree λi of subsystem Si is listed in Table 4.
Due to space limitations and the large number of
subsystems failure modes, the door subsystem S1 was
selected as an example and was analyzed in detail. Table 5
shows the statistics of failure modes and its probability of
the door subsystem.

Z1   0.2372 0.3790 0.2372 0.2728 0.4317
0.2728 0.4317 0.4317 0.3846 0.4317 

T

,

TABLE 4 Failure occurrence degree of subsystems
Si
λi
Si
λi
Si
λi

S1
0.129
S4
0.117
S7
0.156

S2
0.076
S5
0.079
S8
0.167

S3
0.136
S6
0.111
S9
0.029
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accumulated normalization key degrees reached 0.8, the
key subsystems were identified as the first five subsystems,
including traction/electric brake, air conditioner, door,
running gear and auxiliary system. The obtained results are
consistent with most knowledgeable engineers and experts.

The key degree of the door subsystem K1 was
computed from:

K1  1 

n



1 j Z1 j

 0.0494 .

j 1

FIGURE 1 Pareto diagram of urban rail vehicles

The above process was repeated until all the key
degrees of other subsystems were calculated. Table 7
shows the obtained results.

4 Conclusions
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method was applied
in this paper to identify the key subsystems of urban rail
vehicles. Occurrence, severity, detection, and maintenance
costs were selected as evaluation factors, and these
qualitative and quantitative indicators were combined to
determine the key subsystems more comprehensively and
reasonably. The proposed approaches were applied to
Guangzhou Metro Corporation, and the five subsystems
whose normalization accumulated key degrees reached 0.8
were identified: traction/electric brake subsystem, air
conditioning subsystem, door subsystem, running gear
subsystem, and auxiliary subsystem.

TABLE 7 Key degree of rail vehicle subsystems
Si
Ki
Si
Ki
Si
Ki

S1
0.0494
S4
0.0278
S7
0.0521

S2
0.0241
S5
0.0480
S8
0.0647

S3
0.0371
S6
0.0301
S9
0.0087

The key degrees of the subsystems were normalized
and sorted by size, and then the Pareto diagram was drawn
in Figure 1, which indicates that when the number of
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